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SUMMARY

In tais work the attalysis oÍsome aspects, that musa be obsewed in the oi! pumps selection jor the

ÜilÜ##ã@üm ü lz?::'i=:z
electronic controtjor !he reliability and safety oil ofthe s)alem were algo evaluated
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IN'IRODUCUQN Enl JIPMEN'FDESCRIPTION
Ü

Nowadays there are two ways to replace the lubricant
oil of the intemal combustion automotive engines, because
changes the characteristics of the oil. The Hjrst way consist of the
oil outflow due to the action of the gravity through the hole in the
intemal cover of the crankshaft's box. After that is necessary lo
Hall this place with the correct volume of new oíl, usually by
means the admittance doou on the top of the engane. The second
more or les used way consist of pumping the oil, usually through
the gateway of the oil rod. Both methods have their
inconvenients, e.g., it is necessary to take the vehicle to a garage
and very often wait for a fünctionary and a placa available.
Moreover the post is high, because the oil prime in the gas sLations
is much more expensive than in the supermarkets for example
Another problem is the working hours of this places, usually day
time, what is a problem for the people who work during theday.
The big disadvantage of the second method is the impossibility to
remove all the residual oil with the pump, notedly the solid parta
usually found on the bottom of the crankshaft's box.

Whith the intention to offer a solution to minimize the

problems, a decice was developed and built to perform the whole
process of oil exchange completelly automatic. With this devices
the change can be dono by anyone inside in the vehicle, only
pressing a start key of the system, avoiding the service and but
other kinds of inconvenients. This device is verá useful for heavy
vehicles where the driver usually does the oil exchange
However, in many cases, due the inconvenece of the tradicional
method. the drivers don't at the right time and in other cases, due
the high cosa of the product, they commercialize it. With the
device in question, all these problema could be avoided only
pressing a start key. The commercialization would algo be
avoided because the oil would be kept in a locked recipient

After the oil exchange we still have the üllter problem
because it musa be algo exchanged, and to Hind a solution for this

problem a device was developed to provido to the driver this
exchange wiLhout another kind of help. 'lberefore this
introduzes the development of two devices to avoid the problems
to exchange the lubricant oil and the lubricant oil filter of the
intemal combustion engines. In other words, it means,
thenceforward, became possible the driver exchange the lubricant
oil and replace the lubricant oil filter.

The prototype developed consista of various componente,
which peúorm the .õil charge and the automatic replacement of the
Hllter and the lubrieant oil respectively. 'lbhe figure l shows the
elemento conjoint desing which makes pari of the device The
prototype is basically composed by one volumetric machine and 3
tanks to keep temporarly the lubücant oil. One of these recipiente
represent the crankshaR' s box of the engane and is located attached
with the others by the pump, valves and Hexible pipes made by
EPDM, covered by one steel protectress brindle(Cr-NI). The oil
input and the output to the tanks is controlled by means of valves
solenoid type. 'lbey were built to work with direct current and 24
volts of tension and they Wqlnit the íluid crossing just in one
direction. The valves are located usually closed and their openess
are controlled by one " reles" plug.

1 -new oil recipient
2 -engane
3 -crankcase
4 -etectric oit pump
5 -old oil recipient
6 -pr'essure sensor
7 -pressure sensor
A,B.C,D,E.F -volve
G,H -oil filters

Figure 1 - Elements conjount

When the oil chance is necessary, the gear pump is
powered. The pump is conected with one direct current electric
ensine. The oil in the crankshaft's box is aspirated and pumped
to one of the tanks which musa be e-mpty. In the pump output
can be found one .fluid crossing indicator sensor. As soon as the
pump is powered, the solenoids valves B and D located in the
output of the crankshafE's box and in the gateway of the empty
tank respectively musa be kept closed

Inside the tank of the new oil and used oil can be found
Lwo sensors to indicate the oil maximum and minimum levei in
each tank powered by one floating fume located incide a
perforated pipo. After the crankshaft's box becames ampty the
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assumed IGN=0. In this case the system tum on one of the
solenoid valves tuming off at the game time another one where
before was crossing lubricant oil. The dimensional process of
electrical and electronic systems was based in William(1 992)CONTADOR.

RESULTA ANALYSIS

After the prototype build and instrumentation was made
several teses in order to verify the initial conditions of the set to
appreciate aspects related to gasket, electrical and electronic
resulta. After that all the solenoids were checked, as well as the
microprocessor and the "relais"; and the prototype started to
work as a virtual system in a vehicle. Oil flow datas were
obtained in function of the temperatures and pressures in the
output of the oil tank. The figure 5 shows these dares for 3
pressure values, which are 101 Kpa, 601 Kpa and 801 Kpa with
10 'C temperatura gaps. As the figure shows, the varietiun flow
for the varous pressure are very slight and can be neglected
because the pump used is compound with a pair of cear and its
flow cararacteristics remaind relatively constant with the
temperatura.

CONT:5000
IGN:O

CONT: 10000
IGN:O

PUMP AND V
B, D ON

CHANGE
FILTER

CARTER
VOID PUMP

OFF

PUMP AND
V..A, C ON

CARTER FULL
PUMP OFF

Figure 4 - Flow Chsrt

When 5.000 Km is reached, e.g., the lubricant oil of the
engine musa be changed, in this case, a light on the vehicle panel,
will show this need to the driver. When the key is powered to
start the oil exchange, the device will only start the operation if
the ignition is tumed off, it means IGN=0. Otherwise, IGN=1,
means that the ignition is tumed on, therefore the system will be
automatically blocked. The indication that the oil tank is empty
is given by one sensor located on the bottom of it, which is
powered by one floating fume which displace through one
perforated pipe immersed in the oil tank. As we know, that the
crossing oil is made by salenoid valves, two of them will be
powered as can be seen on the scheme.

After the oil drainage operation, another levei contrai
system similar in the new oil tank, must inform to the
microprocessor.íf it is ftill. If the new oil tank is empty after the
crankshaft' s box have been emptied, the ignition is kept blocked
until the emptyings of the new oil tank. During the charging
operation of the crankshaft's box with the new oil, two another
valves are opened showed on the figure scheme. In a similar way
with the oil exchange the microprocessor works to replace the oil
6ilter. For example, if the oil âilter exchange is necessary when
10.000 Km is reached, a light is tumed on on the panel showing
[o the driver this need. Conventionaly on the scheme figure is

20 406080
Temperature (degree Cilcius)

Figure 5 - Flow measurements

In the other hand the cear pump can work with very
high pressures. This fact is important for the oil pumping contrai
system, because with the Htnish of the oil pumping (emptyings of
the crankshaft's box ) we have the increase of electrical current
vague of the pump engane. This diference can be use as a contrai
sign for the microprocessor

For a convencional vehicle, where the oil capacity is
around 4 liters, this dimension arder is enough, because would be
necessary only tfew minutes for the oil change of the crankshafts's
box and two more for the complete replacement with new oil

For heavy vehicles, the oil volume is superior and the
replacemenl time is bigger as well, around 10 minutos. In this
case we could think in another type of pump, centrifügal for
example instead of gears pump

The figure 6 shows the viscosity curve of the lubricant
oil used in the oil exchange system. This curve was obtained in
Enganes Laboratory (DEMÊC) Universidade Federal do Rio
Grande do Sul with one viscosimeter SSU.
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